Terms and Conditions
Don't worry, this section isn't boring as the others. After reading it all, you'll only be sure that you've
come to the right place !
1. We have the right to posses the source files and we may use them in future if needed.
2. If the deal doesn't involve any sort of payment, and falls in the category of share-for-share, the
customer has to mention our business name and contact details.
3. If the deal doesn't involve any payment, the product will have a watermark or our name on it
(Extremely small and un noticeable)
4. The price that you pay, involves labor charge, license charge and resource charge
a) Labor Charge - The amount we charge you on your product per hour. We charge 136 Rs (INR)/$2
(USD) per hour. But if the time exceeds 3 hrs. It will
not be charged now. So in total, the labor charge will be 396 Rs / $6.
b) What ever software we use to provide you with your graphical needs, we take a small amount
from you which basically helps us pay the amount of license for that software. Ex : Suppose we've used
Adobe Photoshop. So we'll be charging you 60 Rs / $ 0.90 for the license. Here, considering the license
of Photoshop is 3000 Rs per month in India. This price is 2 % of the actual license money.
c) We also have to pay for the resources we've put into use. This includes Electricity etc. and
especially the pizza's we eat. It has a fixed price. That will be 100 Rs. / $ 1.50.
5. We may alter the list in the future, when ever we want to.

Pricing
These are fixed and other charges as mentioned above will be added to them.
Logo(s) - 1,996 Rs / $ 30
Poster(s) - 3,327 Rs / $ 50
Animated Intro or Full length Animation - 6,654 Rs - 13,309 Rs / $ 100- $200
Cover Art and Custom Artwork - 1,996 Rs - 3,327 Rs/ $ 30 - $ 50

